Flight Sergeant Leonard Sumpter was a bomb aimer during the 1943 Dambusters raid
attacking the Eder Dam
•
•

He described the night as a 'satisfactory attack' on the Eder Dam at an average height
of 100 feet
•
•

On D-Day Sumpter flew a secret mission dropping 'Window' over Northern France to
confuse German radar
•
•

He was also involved on attacks on U-Boat Pens, viaducts and even strikes against Vrocket sites
The previously-unseen logbook kept by a Dambusters hero which documents the famous
wartime raid has sold for nearly £9,000.
Flight Sergeant Leonard Sumpter was a bomb aimer on the mission to destroy a series of
German dams using Barnes Wallis' ingenious 'bouncing bomb'.
His logbook, that has been owned by his family, dates from October 1941 to September
1945 and charts Operation Chastise - the official name for the Dams raid - on May 16, 1943.

+26
•

This is the logbook entry for Flight Sergeant Leonard Sumpter's recollection of the
Dambusters raid where he states quite dryly: 'Op No 14. Via Holland to the Hun. Satisfactory
attack on Eder Dam 18 miles west of Kassel. Average ht 100 feet .According to his record,

the mission took six and a half hours to complete. What the log book fails to mention is the
fact the crew of Sumpter's aircraft took seven attempts before releasing their bomb to
ensure it struck its target
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On June 5, 1944 at 23.15, under the command of Squadron Leader David Shannon, Sumpter
was involved in a 'special duty' on a mission which launched before the attack on June 6 in a
flight which lasted four hours and 35 minutes. He was tasked with dropping 'Window' small pieces of aluminium - designed to confuse enemy radar. On June 8, he and the
squadron leader had switched to the two-seat Mosquito - aborting one mission due to an
engine problem, but later attacking U-boat Pens, a Watten 'P' Plane nest and a 'good raid on
a rocket installation
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Leonard Sumpter from Luton, Bedfordshire trained to be a bomb aimer on the Lancaster
Bomber in Ontario, Canada
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According to his log book, he flew on aircraft from the pre-war Avro Anson to the prototype
Canberra jet bomber of the 1950s
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Here Flt Sgt Sumpter has photographed a fellow Lancaster crew releasing a 10-tonne Grand
Slam bomb over a target
His entry for the May 16, 1943, lists the seven crewmen on his plane which took off from
RAF Scampton at 9.50pm. He stated: 'Op. No. 14 via Holland to the Hun. Satisfactory attack
on Eder Dam 18 miles west of Kassel. Average ht. 100 feet.'
The incredibly risky mission involved 19 Lancaster bombers flying a low-level to avoid radar.
FL SGT SUMPTER'S LANCASTER, CALL SIGN AG-L HIT THEIR TARGET BUT THEIR BOMB FAILED
TO BREACH THE WALL.
Theirs was one of 11 bombers that made it back to Britain after the attack, with eight others
shot down resulting in the loss of 53 of the 133 men involved.
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Here Sumpter is outlining two missions over France using the five-tonne 'Tall Boy' bombs
causing - complete devastation on the Gnome Rhone Aero Engine works in Limonges, while
four days later they attacked the Antheor Viaduct on the French Mediterranean coast at a
height of 9,000 feet with an air commodore Sharp travelling along as a passenger
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The log bog shows the intensive nature of operations flown by the crews of Bomber
Command during the Second World War
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Interestingly, the logbook shows Sumpter spent much of his career flying with a Flight
Lieutenant Shannon, who by the time D-Day happened, had been promoted to a Squadron
Leader involved in 'special missions' against the Germans
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During 1944 Sumpter was flying missions in both Lancaster bombers and the De Havilland
Mosquito
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•

The logbook was sold for £9,000 at auction, while a Flt Sgt Sumpter's scrapbook raised a
further £3,850
The log also lists 617 Squadron's last sortie of the war in April 1945 - an attack on
Berchtesgaden, Adolf Hitler's 'Eagles' Nest' in the Bavarian Alps, with a 12,000lbs Tallboy
bomb.
It was sold at auction for a hammer price of £7,000 but with fees added on the total price
paid was £8,890.
Also sold was a unique scrapbook kept by Ft Sgt Sumpter which contained never-beforeseen images of the men of 617 Squadron.
The snaps include Guy Gibson's Lancaster on the runway with the bouncing bomb loaded
underneath before taking off for the Dams raid, for which he won the Victoria Cross.
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He also had a scrap book with details on the missions Flt Sgt Sumpter completed with his
crew during his wartime service
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As well as photographs from the missions, Flt Sgt Sumpter kept press clippings of their
exploits in his scrap book, including his final mission - which was an effort to take out senior
Nazis at Hitler's Eagle Nest refuge in Berchtesgaden
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Also included in Flt Sumpter's scrap book is a photograph of the very aircraft he was in
during the daring Dambuster's raid
There are also aerial images showing other huge bombs dropped by Flt Sgt Sumpter towards
enemy targets during his wartime career.
Two years after the war he did a tour of some of the sites he had bombed in France and
Germany and his photos show the wrecked Mohne dam and a viaduct.
The scrapbook sold for a total of £3,850.
Richard Davie, of Nottingham-based International Autograph Auctions which sold the
archive, said: 'The log book gives us an insight into what Bomber Command were
concentrating on during the Second World War.
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Days after the Dambusters raid, some of the details - including the loss of eight aircraft were revealed to the public
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Sumpter's scrap book contained photographs of the damage caused by his squadron on the
night of the infamous raid
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Sumpter visited the Mohne dam in 1947 and said he bought this photograph from a German
of the damage for one cigarette
'The highlight was the Dambusters raid which was one of the most famous operations of the
war.
'The logbook is an extremely rare and historically important.
'While the logbook is an official record Flt Sgt Sumpter had to comply with and fill in all the
details, this scrapbook is a much more personal record of the war through his eyes and
includes press cuttings with written comments besides them.'
Flt Sgt Sumpter, from Luton, Bedfordshire had served in the Grenadier Guards before
transferring to the RAF in 1941.
After he was assigned to 617 Squadron, which was set up specifically for the Dams raid, he
took part in numerous low-level night-time training exercises over the English countryside,
according to his log.

The following year he was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross for his service in marking
bombing targets while flying in Mosquito planes.
By the end of the war he had flown 35 operations. He died in 1993.
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Sumpter received a a telegram from the Air Chief Marshal Bomber Harris following the
Dambuster's raid notifying him that he had been awarded the Distinguished Flying Medal
for hitting the target during the daring mission
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Sumpter took a photograph in 1947 of the Bielfeld Viaduct, some two and a half years after
the raid to show the damage
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On February 22, 1945, Sumpter attacked the Bielfeld Viaduct near Hanover with a Tallboy
bomb demolishing nine spans
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Following the raid, Germans erected nets on the Mohne Dam to prevent any return
Dambuster-style attacks
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Some photographs taken on the raids were released to the press to show the damage
caused by 617 Squadron
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Not all of the photographs contained in the collection were of military targets or involved
missions of extreme courage
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In October 1943, Sumpter flew a total of 25 hours and five minutes attacking targets from
altitutes of 200 feet to 10,000feet
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On March 27, 1945 while attacking a U-Boat construction work at Farge outside Bremen his
aircraft was 'holed'
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On April 25, 1945 Sumpter attacked Hitler's Berghtesgaden retreat in the Bavarian Alps with
a five-tonne bomb
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This fascinating photograph shows a bunker buster bomb being dropped over northern
France on June 24, 1944

